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Concussion is a major health concern, associated with short-term deficits in physical function, emotion and cog-
nition, alongwith negative long-term health outcomes. However, we remain in the early stages of characterizing
MRI markers of concussion, particularly during the first week post-injury when symptoms are most severe. In
this study, 52 varsity athletes were scanned using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), including 26 athletes
with acute concussion (scanned 1–7 days post-injury) and 26 matched control athletes. A comprehensive set
of functional and structural MRI measures were analyzed, including cerebral blood flow (CBF) and global func-
tional connectivity (Gconn) of grey matter, along with fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) of
white matter. An analysis comparing acutely concussed athletes and controls showed limited evidence for reli-
able mean effects of acute concussion, with only MD showing spatially extensive differences between groups.
We subsequently demonstrated that the number of days post-injury explained a significant proportion of
inter-subject variability in MRI markers of acutely concussed athletes. Athletes scanned at early acute injury
(1–3 days) had elevated CBF and Gconn and reduced FA, but those scanned at late acute injury (5–7 days) had
the opposite response. In contrast, MD showed a more complex, spatially-dependent relationship with days
post-injury. These novel findings highlight the variability of MRI markers during the acute phase of concussion
and the critical importance of considering the acute injury time interval, which has significant implications for
studies relating acute MRI data to concussion outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Concussion is defined as traumatically-induced injury leading to al-
tered brain function, in the absence of gross structural abnormalities. It
is associatedwith impairments in physical function, cognition and emo-
tion regulation (McCrea et al., 2003), which resolve within 7–10 days
for most adults (McCrory et al., 2013). In the sport context, the medical
guidelines for safe return-to-play (RTP) aremainly based on self-report-
ed symptoms in response to physical exertion. However, these
symptom-based guidelines only indirectly reflect the underlying
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neurobiological changes that occur following a concussion. It is impor-
tant to establish the acute pathophysiology of concussion, in order to
better inform concussion management and safe RTP, as athletes with a
history of concussion are at risk of re-injury (Abrahams et al., 2014)
and have a higher risk for developing long-term cognitive impairments
and depression (Guskiewicz et al., 2005; Guskiewicz et al., 2007; Gavett
et al., 2011).

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) provides a versatile tool for ob-
jectively measuring brain function and structure. However, in order for
MRI markers to inform clinical assessments and concussion manage-
ment strategies, it is critical to establish acute post-concussion brain
changes, particularly during the initial 1–7 days when most individuals
are symptomatic. At present, most of our knowledge of the acute path-
ophysiology of concussion comes from rodentmodels (Giza and Hovda,
2001; Hovda et al., 1995; Giza et al., 2013). These studies have shown
significant variation in metabolism, neural function and cerebral blood
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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flow over the first 7–10 days, indicating that the neurobiological re-
sponse to concussion is highly dependent on the time interval post-in-
jury. While it is believed that concussion in humans shows a similar
response, this has not yet been well established during the early acute
phase of injury.

We are currently in the early stages of usingMRI to characterize con-
cussion pathophysiology in humans. Arterial spin labelling (ASL) has
been used to measure cerebral blood flow (CBF), demonstrating re-
duced blood flow post-injury, but this modality has seen limited use
to date (Hart et al., 2013; Meier et al., 2015). Functional MRI (fMRI)
has been used to evaluate the neural activity of athleteswith concussion
based on fluctuations in cerebral blood-oxygenation, although these
studies have mainly focused on the sub-acute interval from one week
to one month post-injury (Slobounov et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2010;
Johnson et al., 2012). Despite most athletes being asymptomatic at
this time, abnormalities in brain function have been identified, includ-
ing increased task-related brain activity (Slobounov et al., 2012) and re-
duced functional connectivity in the resting brain (Johnson et al., 2012).
Conversely, Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been mainly used to in-
vestigate the long-term effects of concussion on the white matter mi-
crostructure in the brain. Most large-scale DTI studies have focused on
retired athletes in collision sports, where long-term markers of white
matter damage have been identified, including reduced fractional an-
isotropy (FA) and increased diffusivity within white matter tracts
(Chappell et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006; Casson et al., 2014; Monaco
and Tempel, 2015).

To date, investigations of acute concussion have been more limited,
withmost studies focusing on a singleMRImodality. A study using arte-
rial spin labelling (ASL) found no significant changes in cerebral blood
flow (CBF) between 1 and 9 days post-injury (Meier et al., 2015),
whereas a preliminary study of resting-state functional MRI (fMRI)
found significant within-subject decreases in functional connectivity
from 1 to 7 days post-injury (Zhu et al., 2015). In addition, a DTI-
based study reported increasing FA and decreasing radial diffusivity in
whitematter tracts between 2 and 14 days post-injury, potentially indi-
cating recovery from neural injury (Murugavel et al., 2014). These stud-
ies have shown significant within-subject brain changes at fixed time
intervals during the acute phase of injury.

The present study extends these findings by examiningmultiple dif-
ferentMRI brain measures within a single groupwith acute concussion,
including ASL, fMRI and DTI. This was investigated in a balanced sample
of male and female athletes from a variety of different sports, to ensure
that the findings are applicable to thewider sporting community. Given
the limited literature on the acute phase of sport concussion,wefirst ex-
aminedwhether there are reliable differences inMRImarkers of acutely
concussed athletes relative to a group of control athletes, matched on
age, sex and prior concussion history. Subsequently, motivated by the
animal modelling literature, we investigated whether regressing MRI
measures against thenumber of days post-injury atwhich theywere ac-
quired shows reliable effects among athletes with concussion and helps
to account for inter-subject variability. The results of these analyses
have significant implications for future concussion research, as they
compare the sensitivity of different MRI markers during the first
7 days of injury, within a single well-characterized cohort.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study participants

A total offifty-two (52) athleteswere recruited for the current study,
including 26with acute concussion and 26matched controls. Study par-
ticipants were recruited from seven varsity teams at the University of
Toronto (volleyball, hockey, soccer, football, rugby, basketball and la-
crosse), via the institution's Sport Medicine Clinic. Twenty-six (26) ath-
letes were recruited following a diagnosis of acute concussion by the
referring physician, and scanned within 1–7 days post-injury. In
accordance with consensus guidelines (McCrory et al., 2013), athletes
diagnosed with concussion were instructed to avoid physical exertion
at this time, but were not otherwise restricted from daily activities. Fol-
lowing recruitment, athletes were evaluated using the sport concussion
assessment tool 3 (SCAT3) (Guskiewicz et al., 2013), a standardized
clinical tool which is used to evaluate symptoms, perform cognitive
testing and and assesses balance. For this study, we reported the total
number of symptoms endorsed and total symptom severity (the sum
of all symptom severity scores). We also reported scores from cognitive
testing based on the standardized assessment of concussion (SAC)
(McCrea et al., 1997), and balance based on the Balance Error Scoring
System (BESS) (Guskiewicz, 2011). All SCAT3 scores were compared
to pre-season baseline scores, which were collected from all athletes
as part of the varsity sport concussion program.

Demographic information was collected, along with relevant
clinical history, and each athlete with concussion was matched to a
control athlete with no documented concussion in the 6 months
prior to scanning. Controls were individually matched on sex and
prior number of concussions, as multiple concussions are associated
with long-term consequences (McCrory et al., 2013) and differences
in brain function (Johnson et al., 2012). They were also matched on
age (mean difference ± standard deviation: 0.1 ± 1.0 yrs.; p =
0.39, paired Wilcoxon test) to minimize potential developmental
differences. The pre-season SCAT3 scores for controls were also col-
lected, for comparison with the acutely concussed athletes. The
study procedures were approved by the University of Toronto and
St. Michael's Hospital institutional review boards, and all study
participants provided written informed consent.
2.2. Magnetic resonance imaging

Participants were imaged at St. Michael's Hospital using anMRI sys-
tem operating at 3 Tesla (Magnetom Skyra, Siemens, Erlangen, Germa-
ny) and standard 20-channel head receiver coil. In this study, Cerebral
blood flow (CBF) was evaluated using Arterial Spin Labelling (ASL),
which provided a voxel-wise map of resting CBF, measured in mL/
100 g/min. Brain function was evaluated using resting-state fMRI. Glob-
al functional connectivity (Gconn) was estimated at each voxel by com-
puting the functional connectivity with all other brain voxels, based on
the Pearson correlation between voxel time series. Gconn was mea-
sured as the mean of all (positive) connectivity values. This is a well-
established measure that quantifies total integrative function (Cole et
al., 2012; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). White matter microstructure
was assessed using a DTI sequence followed by calculation of voxel-
wise fractional anisotropy (FA), which reflects the degree thatwater dif-
fusion has a “preferred direction”, andmean diffusivity (MD), which re-
flects the overall rate of water diffusion. Thesemeasures are sensitive to
local alterations in the cellular environment, including damage to cell
membrane integrity and differences in axonal packingdensity. Structur-
al brain imaging included a T1-weightedMagnetization Prepared Rapid
Acquisition Gradient Echo (MPRAGE) sequence. To screen for structural
abnormalities, participants were also imaged with fluid attenuated in-
version recovery imaging (FLAIR) and susceptibility-weighted imaging
(SWI). Structural scans were reviewed in a 2-step procedure: (1) im-
ages were visually inspected by an MRI technologist and subsequently
reviewed by a neuroradiologist and reported, if abnormalities were
identified; (2) statistical testing for was performed, by obtaining global
statistics on masked brain images (mean, variance and skew), generat-
ing a Z-score per concussed athlete relative to the control distribution,
and identifying individuals significantly different at p b 0.05. No abnor-
malities (e.g., whitematter hyper-intensities, contusions,micro-hemor-
rhage, or statistical outliers) were found for concussed athletes in this
study.

Details of the MRI sequences and preprocessing steps are provided
below.
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2.2.1. Structural imaging
T1-weighted MPRAGE was obtained, with field-of-view (FOV) =

24 × 24 cm, 240 × 240 × 192 acquisition matrix, 0.9 mm isotropic
voxels, bandwidth = 250 Hz/px, inversion time (TI)/echo time (TE)/
repetition time (TR) = 850/2.63/2000 ms, flip angle (FA) = 8°). FLAIR
was obtained with FOV = 22 × 18.6 cm, 256 × 196 acquisition matrix,
1.1 × 0.9 × 3.0 mm voxels, TI/TE/TR = 2200/96/9000 ms. SWI was
also obtained, with 220 × 192 FOV, 0.6 × 0.6 × 1.2 mm voxels. TR/TE
28/20 ms, FA = 15°, 384 × 307 with an encoding gap of 0.2 mm.

2.2.2. Cerebral blood flow
The pulsed ASL PICORE QUIPSS II sequence was used to acquire per-

fusion-weighted imaging (FOV = 25.6 × 25.6 cm; 64 × 64 matrix; 14
slices; 4 × 4 × 8 mm voxels; TI1/TI1s/TI2/TE/TR = 700/1600/1800/12/
2500 ms, flip angle = 90°). An equilibrium magnetization image M0
was acquired, followed by forty-five (Liang et al., 2013) tag-control
image pairs, while patients were instructed to lie still, with eyes closed,
and not focus on anything in particular. Data were processed and ana-
lyzed via the ASLtbx package (cfn.upenn.edu/~zewang/ASLtbx.php)
and custom algorithms developed in the laboratory. This included
rigid-body motion correction with tag-control effects regressed out
and spatial smoothing with a 6 mm isotropic 3D Gaussian kernel.
Voxel-wise CBF estimateswere calculated based on themean difference
over all tag-control pairs; see supplementary Text S1 for full details of
the kinetic model parameters used to estimate CBF. Co-registration of
CBF images was obtained by computing (1) the rigid-body transform
of each participant's mean functional volume to their T1 anatomical
image, and (2) the 12-parameter affine transformation of their T1
image to the MNI152 template. These transformation matrices were
concatenated and the net transform applied to all functional data,
resampled at 2 mm3 resolution. Analyses were restricted to a mask of
regions with grey matter likelihood N0.33 (i.e. greater than chance
probability of being grey matter tissue), based on the probabilistic seg-
mentation of T1 images using the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) fast al-
gorithm (fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk).

2.2.3. Brain function
Resting-state fMRI was acquired via multi-slice T2*-weighted echo

planar imaging (FOV = 20 × 20 cm, 64 × 64 matrix, 32 slices,
3.125 × 3.125 × 4.5 mm voxels, TE/TR = 30/2000 ms, flip angle =70°,
oblique axial interleaved), producing a time-series of 194 images. Dur-
ing acquisition, participants were instructed to lie still with their eyes
closed, and not focus on anything in particular. Processing and analysis
were performed using the Analysis of Functional Neuroimages (AFNI)
package (afni.nimh.nih.gov) and customized algorithms developed in
the laboratory. This included rigid-body motion correction (AFNI
3dvolreg), removal of outlier scan volumes (nitrc.org/projects/
spikecor), slice-timing correction (AFNI 3dTshift), spatial smoothing
with a 6mm Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) isotropic 3D Gauss-
ian kernel (AFNI 3dmerge) and regression ofmotion parameters and lin-
ear-quadratic trends as nuisance covariates. To control for physiological
noise, data-driven correction was performed (nitrc.org/projects/
phycaa_plus), along with regression of white matter signal, using the
FSL fast algorithm to segment the T1 anatomical scan and regress out
mean signal in white matter voxels (p N 0.95). Co-registration of fMRI
data was obtained by computing the rigid-body transform of the
mean fMRI volume for each participant to their T1-weighted anatomical
image, and the 12-parameter affine transformation of the T1 image for
each participant to the MNI152 template. The transformation matrices
were concatenated and the net transform applied to fMRI data,
resampled at 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 resolution.

2.2.4. White matter microstructure
Diffusion-weighted imaging was based on 30-directions encoding

(b = 700 s/mm2, FOV = 24 × 24 cm, 120 × 120 acquisition matrix,
66 axial slices, 2 mm isotropic voxels, TE/TR = 83/7800 ms). The FSL
eddy_correct protocol was used to perform simultaneous correction of
eddy currents and rigid-body motion correction, bet was used to mask
out non-brain voxels, and dtifit was used to calculate voxel-wise FA
and MD. Co-registration of Diffusion-weighted brain maps was based
on the FSL FDT protocol: (1) masked subject FA maps were eroded by
1 vx width at brain edges, and co-registered to the FMRIB58 template
(1mm3) via affine transform, using flirt; (2) a symmetric, study-specific
templatewas computed by averaging transformed FAmaps, then re-av-
eraging with flipped left/right orientations; (3) the average template
was used as a reference and non-linear registration of FA maps per-
formed using fnirt, which were used to update the study-specific tem-
plate; (4) the FA maps were registered to the new template via fnirt
and themean template was updated again. During the final registration
step, images were resampled to 2 mm3 resolution, and prior to analysis
all images were convolvedwith a 6mmFWHM3DGaussian smoothing
kernel to minimize the effects of local variation in white matter struc-
ture. All analyses were performed within a mask of regions with a
mean FA N 0.25, in order to restrict analyses to white matter tracts.

2.3. Clinical and demographic data

We tested for significant changes in SCAT3 symptom, SAC and BESS
subscales following acute concussion, relative to both baseline SCAT3
scores and the SCAT3 scores of matched controls, by performing non-
parametric paired Wilcoxon tests. Significance was reported after
correcting for multiple comparisons at a False Discovery Rate of 0.05,
along with the mean difference in scores between groups and
bootstrapped standard error values (based on 1000 resampling
iterations).

2.4. Neuroimaging data: effects of acute concussion

For each MRI measure (CBF, Gconn, FA, MD), we tested for a consis-
tentmean effect of acute concussion.We computed themeandifference
in voxel-wise MRI values of acutely concussed athletes relative to their
matched controls, in a bootstrapped resampling framework. This non-
parametric approach avoids any distributional assumptions about the
MRI data being analyzed, and is robust to the influence of outliers. Sig-
nificance was evaluated by bootstrap resampling on themean of paired
differences (1000 resampling iterations) and reporting brain regions
where the bootstrapped 95% CIs did not enclose zero effect. The confi-
dence bounds were adjusted for multiple comparisons as follows: we
thresholded voxels for which the 99.5%CIs did not enclose zero (corre-
sponding to p = 0.005 2-tailed significance) and performed cluster-
size thresholding at p=0.05, by using AFNI 3dFWHMx to estimate spa-
tial smoothness of each MRI dataset and using these values as inputs to
AFNI 3dClustSim to estimate the minimum cluster-size threshold. For
significant brain voxels, the effect size was reported in terms of the
bootstrap ratio, defined as the bootstrapped mean divided by the stan-
dard error.

2.5. Neuroimaging data: effects of days post-injury

We then examined whether the inclusion of days post-injury as a
predictor significantly accounted for inter-subject variability among
the acutely concussed athletes. We defined “days post-injury” as the
number of days from the injury date to the MRI scan date for each ath-
lete. Analysis was done using ordinary least squares linear regression,
where MRI values were regressed against days post-injury for each
brain voxel. We tested for a reliable direction of effect by computing
the adjusted 95% CIs on standardized regression coefficients as de-
scribed in the previous section, and retained voxels where the confi-
dence bounds did not enclose zero effect. Significant brain regions
were plotted for each MRI measure, with the effect size reported in
terms of bootstrap ratios. In addition, we compared the proportion of
variance explained by days post-injury for each MRI measure: for each
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Table 1
Demographic and clinical data for acute concussed athletes and matched controls. All sta-
tistics are reported as themedian [min,max]. ‘**’ indicates a significant difference in symp-
tom scores post-injury, relative to both baseline data and matched controls.

Concussed (n = 26) Controls (n = 26)

Age (mean ± SD) 20 [17, 24] 20 [18, 23]
Female 14 (54%) 14 (54%)
Prior concussions 1 [0,4] 1 [0,3]
Days post-injury (scanned) 4 [1, 7] –

SCAT3 (baseline)
Total symptoms 3 [0, 13] 2 [0, 10]
Symptom severity 3 [0, 24] 2 [0, 13]
Orientation 5 [4, 5] 5 [4, 5]
Immediate memory 15 [13, 15] 15 [10, 15]
Concentration 4 [2, 5] 3 [1, 5]
Delayed memory 5 [0, 5] 4 [1, 5]
BESS total errors 3 [0, 11] 2 [0, 10]

SCAT3 (post-injury)
Total symptoms 7 [0, 22] ** –
Symptom severity 9 [0, 90] ** –
Orientation 5 [4, 5] –
Immediate memory 15 [13, 15] –
Concentration 4 [2, 4] –
Delayed memory 4 [1, 5] –
BESS total errors 3 [0, 9] –
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subject, we computed the average MRI value over all significant voxels
and fit a linear regression to this distribution. We then computed the
R2 coefficient of determination, along with bootstrapped 95% CIs. For
comparison with uninjured athletes, we also computed the mean MRI
values across significant voxels for controls and reported the normal
90% and 95% CIs.

To further validate the effects of days post-injury, we examined two
potential confounds associated with clinical history: acute symptoms
and prior concussions. The brain may be affected by post-concussion
symptoms, which tend to dissipate over the first week post-injury
(McCrory et al., 2013) and prior literature has shown that multiple con-
cussions are associated with greater neurobiological and clinical conse-
quences at early injury (Huh et al., 2007; Guskiewicz et al., 2003). As a
test of these potential confounds, we compared regression coefficients
of days post-injury, when regressed against (1) MRI data (i.e., as de-
scribed in the above paragraph) and (2) MRI data, after first regressing
out total symptoms and number of prior concussions (i.e., analyzing the
residuals). We tested for a significant difference in the effects of days
post-injury between (1) and (2) by bootstrap resampling (1000 itera-
tions) andmeasuring the voxel-wise difference in regression coefficient
weights for each resample. We then computed the adjusted 95% CIs on
the paired differences, as described in the previous sections, and report-
ed voxels where confidence bounds did not enclose zero effect.

2.6. Neuroimaging data: overlap between MRI measures

We also examined the overlap between different MRI measures, fo-
cusing on the identified relationships with days post-injury. We report-
ed areas of spatial overlap between grey matter measures (CBF and
Gconn) and between white matter measures (FA and MD) for voxels
significantly associated with days post-injury, and quantified overlap
based on the Jaccard index (the intersection/union of significant
voxels). In addition,we testedwhether overlapwas significantly greater
than chance, based on a permuted null distribution. For the two
thresholded images, voxel indices were randomly exchanged and
Jaccard overlap measured (5000 iterations). An empirical p-value was
then obtained, as the fraction of permuted samples where the overlap
value exceeded the un-permuted overlap value.

In addition, we reported concussed individuals where the mean
value for at least one MRI measure fell outside the 95% CI range of nor-
mal healthy controls. For these individuals, we reported the Z-scored
statistics for all 4 MRI measures, relative to the distribution of control
values.We subsequently testedwhether demographics of this subgroup
differed from concussed athletes that were not significantly different
from controls. Non-parametric Wilcoxon tests were conducted on all
of the demographic and clinical factors: age, sex, prior concussions,
total symptoms, symptom severity, adjusted for multiple comparisons
at a False Discovery Rate of 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Clinical and demographic data

Table 1 summarizes demographic and clinical data for athletes with
acute concussion (pre- and post-injury) and their matched controls; for
a breakdown of individual sport representations, see supplementary
Table S1. Only a single athlete self-reported as asymptomatic at acute
injury (Total Symptoms = 0), with all other athletes reporting Total
Symptoms (and Symptom Severity) of 2 or higher. Relative to their
baseline scores, acutely injured athletes showed significantly higher
Total Symptoms (mean increase ± standard error: 4.9 ± 1.4; p =
0.002) and Symptom Severity scores (mean increase: 13.8 ± 5.3; p =
0.004). Relative to matched controls, we also observed significantly
higher Total Symptoms (mean increase: 6.6±1.5; p b 0.001) and Symp-
tom Severity scores (mean increase: 16.3 ± 4.9; p b 0.001). All effects
remained significant after correcting for multiple comparisons at a
False Discovery Rate (FDR) of 0.05. For acute injury, SAC and BESS sub-
scales showed no significant differences relative to baseline or matched
controls (p N 0.23, all tests). The SCAT3 symptom scoreswere not signif-
icantly correlated with number of days post-injury (Total Symptoms:
ρ = −0.15, p = 0.48; Symptom Severity: ρ = −0.19, p = 0.31), indi-
cating that they are unlikely to confound analyses of the effects of
days post-injury.

3.2. Neuroimaging data: effects of acute concussion

Fig. 1 plots brain regions that are significantly different for acutely
concussed athletes relative to controls. For most of the MRI measures,
there is limited evidence a reliable mean effect of acute concussion.
For CBF, no significant differences were seen, whereas for Gconn, only
the left inferior frontal lobe showed significantly elevated global con-
nectivity among concussed athletes (mean difference: 0.038 ± 0.009).
Among white matter measures, FA also showed limited effects, with a
significant reduction in a single cluster on the superior corona radiata
(mean difference: −0.022 ± 0.004). Only MD showed widespread ef-
fects of acute concussion in white matter, with increased diffusivity
mainly in bilateral longitudinal fasciculi and left-lateralized superior co-
rona radiata (mean difference: (0.23± 0.06)×10−4mm/s). Thus, out of
the fourMRImeasures, diffusivity appears to be themost robustmarker
for the presence of acute concussion.
3.3. Neuroimaging data: effects of days post-injury

Given the lack of consistent mean effects of acute concussion, we
subsequently examined whether the number of days post-injury reli-
ably accounted for inter-subject variability of athletes with concussion.
Fig. 2 depicts the results for grey matter measures of CBF and Gconn,
while Fig. 3 depicts results for white matter measures of FA and MD.

For CBF, Fig. 2A shows widespread frontotemporal effects of days
post-injury, with most spatially extensive clusters in bilateral middle
frontal and superior frontal lobes, extending ventrally into orbitofrontal
and superior temporal regions. Significant effects are also seen in sub-
cortical regions, including bilateral middle cingulate, thalamus and hip-
pocampus. For all significant brain regions, the bootstrap ratio values
are negative, indicating that CBF reliably decreases as a function of
days post-injury. The plot in Fig. 2B shows the linear fit of this trend



Fig. 1. Brain regions where there is a mean difference in MRI markers between acutely concussed athletes and matched controls. Only mean diffusivity (panel D.) shows widespread,
reliable differences for athletes with acute concussion. Significant regions have Bootstrapped 95% CIs on that do not overlap zero (adjusted for multiple comparisons); the effect sizes
in significant voxels are reported as bootstrap ratios. Brain maps are shown asmaximum intensity projections (MIPs) in each imaging plane, centered on MNI coordinates (x= 8,z = 6).
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averaged over all significant voxels, where CBF is elevated relative to the
mean of the controls (solid grey line) at 1–3 days post-injury, and de-
creased at 5–7 days post-injury. A relatively high amount of variance
Fig. 2. Brain regions where grey matter measures of CBF (panels A-B) and Gconn (panels C
coefficients, with effect sizes reported as bootstrap ratios. Brain maps are displayed as maxi
(x = 8,y = −14,z = 6). Both MRI measures show consistent negative association with days
significant voxels), with a linear fit (heavy red line) and 95% CIs (pink bands). For compariso
grey line), along with 90% and 95% normal confidence bounds (dashed grey lines).
is explained by days post-injury, with mean R2 = 0.611 (95% CI: 0.335
to 0.809). However, for the majority of athletes with concussion, mean
CBF falls within 95% CI bounds on controls (outer dashed grey lines),
-D) are associated with days post-injury. (A,C) show voxels with significant regression
mum intensity projections (MIPs) in each imaging plane, centered on MNI coordinates
post-injury. (B,D) show values for individual acutely concussed athletes (averaged over
n purposes, the distribution for control athletes is also shown, including the mean (solid



Fig. 3.Brain regionswherewhitemattermeasures of FA (panels A–B) andMD(panels C–D) are associatedwith days post-injury. (A,C) show voxelswith significant regression coefficients,
with effect sizes reported as bootstrap ratios. Brainmaps are displayed asmaximum intensity projections (MIPs) in each imaging plane, centered onMNI coordinates (x=8,y=−14,z=
6). BothMRImeasures show significant associationwith days post-injury, although FA is uniformly positive whileMD shows spatially-dependent effects. (B,D) show values for individual
acutely concussed athletes (averaged over significant voxels), with a linear fit (heavy red line) and 95% CIs (pink bands). For comparison purposes, the distribution for control athletes is
also shown, including themean (solid grey line), alongwith 90% and95%normal confidence bounds (dashed grey lines). Note that forMD,while panel (C) shows clusterswith positive and
negative bootstrap ratios, panel (D) only plots mean values of the clusters with negative bootstrap ratio values.
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indicating that the effects of acute concussion remain within the range
of normal healthy CBF variability.

For Gconn, Fig. 2C also shows significant effects of days post-injury
throughout the brain, which are far more spatially extensive than
those observed for CBF (Fig. 2A). Similar to CBF, Gconn shows significant
frontotemporal clusters, including left middle frontal and bilateral mid-
dle temporal lobes. However, clusters are also seen in regions associated
with visual attention, including inferior parietal lobes, precuneus and
primary visual cortex, along with sensorimotor regions including bilat-
eral postcentral gyri, supplementary motor area and paracentral lobule.
Subcortical clusters are also seen, including insula,middle cingulumand
hippocampal gyri. For Gconn, the bootstrap ratio values are consistently
negative, indicating a uniformly negative association between global
functional connectivity and number of days post-injury. The plot in
Fig. 2D shows the linear fit of this trend, where Gconn is elevated rela-
tive to the mean of the controls at 1–3 days post-injury, and reduced
at 5–7 days post-injury. Compared to CBF, a lower proportion of vari-
ance is explained by days post-injury, with mean R2 = 0.301 (95% CI:
0.126 to 0.589). Similar to CBF, the Gconn of most athletes with acute
concussion falls within the 95% CI on controls (outer dashed grey
lines), indicating that this effect is generally within the range of normal
healthy Gconn variability.

For FA, Fig. 3A shows significant effects of days post-injury through-
out white matter, including clusters in the left superior corona radiata
and longitudinal fasciculus, along with the right-side juncture of
the splenium of the corpus callosum and posterior thalamic radia-
tion. Contrary to functional imaging, bootstrap ratio values are con-
sistently positive, indicating that FA increases as a function of days
post-injury. The plot in Fig. 3B shows the linear fit of this trend,
with FA reduced relative to the mean of the controls at 1–3 days
post-injury, and elevated at 5–7 days post-injury. Compared to func-
tional brain measures, the proportion of variance explained by days
post-injury is intermediate between CBF and Gconn, with mean
R2 = 0.462 (95% CI: 0.216 to 0.672).

ForMD, Fig. 3C also shows significant effects of days post-injury. Un-
like all othermeasures,we do not observe a consistent direction of effect
(i.e., uniformly positive or negative bootstrap ratios) in significant clus-
ters. This indicates more complex, spatially-dependent effects of days
post-injury for MD. A frontal cluster shows negative association with
days post-injury in the genu of the corpus callosum and right anterior
corona radiata. Conversely, a posterior cluster shows positive associa-
tion with days post-injury on the right-side splenium of the corpus
callosum and juncture with the posterior thalamic radiation, which is
spatially overlapped with effects seen with FA. Compared to FA, a
lower proportion of variance is explained by days post-injury, with
mean R2 = 0.356 (95% CI: 0.117 to 0.586) for regions with negative
bootstrap ratio values. As with the functional imaging, the FA and MD
of most athletes with acute concussion falls within the 95% CI bounds



Table 2
Individuals where at least one mean MRI value is significantly different from controls,
based on the 95% confidence bounds in Fig. 2(B,D) and Fig. 3(B,D). For eachMRI measure,
we report the z-scored statistic relative to the control distribution. ‘*’ indicates significant
difference from controls at p b 0.05.

Subject CBF Gconn FA MD

1 1.60 0.46 −2.09** 2.62**
2 1.66 −0.63 −0.73 2.26**
3 −2.26** −0.41 0.54 −0.33
4 2.04** 1.04 −2.03** 1.51
5 0.57 4.48** −1.01 0.17
6 0.61 2.08** −1.93 1.92
7 −1.47 −0.28 2.03 ** −0.81
8 −2.38** −0.59 −0.84 1.12
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on controls, indicating that effects are within the range of normal
healthy variability.

We also tested for confounding effects of acute symptoms and num-
ber of prior concussions, by examiningwhether controlling for these co-
variates significantly altered regression coefficient of days post-injury.
After cluster-size correction, this had a non-significant effect for all of
the MRI measures. Thus, the effects of day post-injury do not appear
to be significantly confounded by these clinical factors.

3.4. Neuroimaging data: overlap between MRI measures

In Fig. 4, overlapping brain regions associated with days post-injury
are shown for greymattermeasures (CBF andGconn; Fig. 4A) andwhite
matter measures (FA andMD; Fig. 4B). Both plots show relatively limit-
ed overlap, with 4.0% for grey matter and 1.1% for white matter. None-
theless, these overlap values are significantly greater than chance
(p b 0.001 for both, permuted null distributions). The regions of spatial
overlap between CBF and Gconn include right hippocampal gyrus,
insula and middle frontal gyrus, along with left-side middle cingulate
and supplementary motor area. For FA and MD, spatial overlap is seen
exclusively in the right posterior thalamic radiation.

Table 2 summarizes the z-scored magnitude of individual subject
deviations from controls, for concussed athletes outside the 95% confi-
dence intervals of the mean MRI values reported in Fig. 2(B,D) and
3(B,D). All athletes in the table show a significant z-score for at least 1
MRImeasure. In total, 8/26 (31%) of subjectswere significantly different
from controls. However, there is limited agreement between modali-
ties: only 2/8 subjects significantly deviate from controls in N1 MRI
measure. Comparing these 8 athletes and the remaining 18 concussed
athletes, no significant differences were seen in age, sex, number of
prior concussions, total symptoms or symptom severity (p N 0.176 un-
corrected, for all tests).

4. Discussion

This study examinedmultiple differentMRI-basedmeasures of brain
function and structure for athletes with acute concussion, and their in-
dividually matched controls. To our knowledge, this is the first study
tomeasure cerebral blood flow, brain function andwhitematter micro-
structure within the first week post-injury, for a single athlete group. In
addition, this study specifically examined a mixed sample of male and
female athletes and multiple different sports, in order to identify brain
measures that generalize within the sporting community.
Fig. 4. Spatial overlap between differentMRImeasures associated with days post-injury. (A) ov
overlapped regions for white-matter measures FA andMD that are significant in Fig. 3. Effect si
displayed as maximum intensity projections (MIPs) in each imaging plane, centered on the M
4.1. Neuroimaging data: effects of acute concussion

Although concussion is characterized as a disturbance in brain func-
tion (McCrory et al., 2013), we observed limited evidence of reliable dif-
ferences in functional connectivity relative to controls, and no reliable
differences in CBF, while the DTI findings depended on the imaging
measure of interest. These results reflect the variability of the human
brain's response to concussion, particularly during the acute interval
when symptoms are most severe. These neuroimaging results are con-
sistent with the heterogeneity of clinical presentation for acutely
concussed athletes, who are highly variable in symptommanifestation,
and in the severity of cognitive and functional deficits (McCrea et al.,
2003; Collie et al., 2006).

Our findings are supported by prior MRI literature showing non-sig-
nificant or inconsistent variations in function and structure during early
injury. For example, significant alterations in functional connectivity
have been observed in some studies (Johnson et al., 2012; Zhu et al.,
2015) but not in others (Zhang et al., 2012). Similarly, reduced FA and
increased mean diffusivity have been reported in acute injury
(Murugavel et al., 2014; Chamard et al., 2013), whereas another study
reported the opposite trend (Sasaki et al., 2014). This is also consistent
with animal modelling studies that found significant variations in the
brain following mild traumatic brain injury, depending on the time
post-injury that they were assessed (Giza and Hovda, 2001; Giza and
Hovda, 2014). As a whole, these results depict the brain response to
acute concussion as a highly time- and subject-dependent process,
erlapped regions for grey-matter measures CBF and Gconn that are significant in Fig. 2. (B)
zes are reported in terms of mean bootstrap ratio between modalities. The brain maps are
NI coordinates (x = 8,y = −14,z = 6).
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and emphasize the need to better understand this highly variable
cohort.

For fMRI, the sole reliable effect mean effect of concussion was ob-
served in the inferior frontal lobe, indicating that this brain area may
be highly sensitive to post-injury changes in brain function. This is of
particular interest, given that the inferior frontal lobe plays an impor-
tant role in aspects of cognitive control, including task switching and re-
sponse inhibition (Aron et al., 2004; Derrfuss et al., 2005). Impairments
in inhibitorymotor function have been associated with a history of con-
cussion (De Beaumont et al., 2007), and thus inferior frontal hyper-con-
nectivitymay represent an earlymarker of this process. The elevation in
inferior frontal global connectivity is also consistent with models that
describe hyper-connectivity as a general marker of neurological insult,
e.g., for traumatic brain injury, stroke and age-related decline (Hillary
et al., 2015).

Inwhitematter, FA also showed limited group effects of acute injury,
with the sole significant region indicating reduced FA in concussed ath-
letes. While FA is generally considered a non-specific marker of altered
microstructure, reduced FA is seen in studies of more severe repetitive
TBI (Eierud et al., 2014) where it is usually interpreted as a marker of
disrupted axonal integrity. The absence of extensive mean decreases
in FA suggests limited persistent axonal damage in this cohort of ath-
letes with concussion, as expected. Conversely, MD shows widespread
mean effects of acute concussion, and is consistently elevated in the
white matter tracts of concussed athletes. Since MD is typically
interpreted as a marker of cellular edema, caused by osmotic imbalance
and sterile inflammation (Toledo et al., 2012), these findings indicate
that this is one of the more reliable sequela of sport concussion, irre-
spective of time post-injury.

4.2. Neuroimaging data: effects of days post-injury

In a second set of analyses, we examined a potential cause of the lack
of reliable differences between concussed athletes and controls. We
demonstrated that the number of days post-injury was a predictor
that significantly explained inter-subject variability among acutely
concussed athletes. Moreover, we found no evidence that the effects
were significantly confounded by total acute symptoms or number of
prior concussions. This was demonstrated for all examined MRI mea-
sures, indicating that these effects should be considered for future anal-
ysis of any MRI-based brain biomarker at acute injury. These findings
provide encouraging evidence that the limited significance of acute con-
cussion effects may be explained by experimental and demographic
factors.

Both of the functional grey matter measures (CBF and Gconn)
showed negative associations with the number of days post-injury.
Acute concussion was associated with altered CBF and Gconn in the
frontal and temporal lobes, which are most vulnerable to impacting
the skull during concussion (Graham et al., 2002), with CBF showing
the greatest effect sizes (i.e., highest bootstrap ratio values). Thus, vas-
cular function may be highly sensitive to direct impact, as changes in
CBF potentially reflect early local inflammatory response, or adaptive
auto-regulatory response in order to reduce the risk of micro-hemor-
rhage (Len and Neary, 2011). Conversely, Gconn showed more wide-
spread effects of acute concussion in the visual and sensorimotor
cortices. Because these regions are less vulnerable to skull impact, and
show less extensive alterations in CBF, this may reflect reorganization
of functional connectivity as adaptation to injury, rather than direct ef-
fects of biomechanical impact. Global connectivity in these regions
may also be particularly sensitive to functional reorganization because
of their intrinsically lower functional integration (Cole et al., 2012).
The affected brain regions are consistent with common acute symptom
complaints, which often include impaired visual-motor function
(Guskiewicz et al., 2001). Thus, the functional connectivity of these re-
gions may be an important biomarker for future study – particularly
as proper functioning of these domains is required for athletes to
avoid repeat injury and the negative sequelae associated with multiple
concussions (Guskiewicz et al., 2003).

For both CBF and Gconn, we also observed effects in subcortical re-
gions that are not directly exposed to impacts with the skull, particular-
ly within the limbic cortex, including cingulum, insula and hippocampal
gyri. This is highly relevant to concussion, given that these brain regions
are implicated in autonomic regulation and emotion processing. These
domains are common acute symptom complaints (McCrea et al.,
2003) and persistent emotional dysregulation is associatedwith a histo-
ry of repeated head trauma (Guskiewicz et al., 2007). Hence, there may
also be early markers of blood flow and brain function related to these
dysfunctions.

For white matter measures, FA showed consistent positive associa-
tions between the MRI marker and number of days post-injury, within
the first week. This maps onto our understanding of microstructural
changes following brain injury, as damage to membrane integrity and
cytotoxic edema are thought to reduce FA (Toledo et al., 2012), while
brain recovery is expected to restore these values. Moreover, it is
consistent with a meta-analysis of TBI studies, which concluded that
FA markers of concussion depended on the post-concussion time inter-
val being studied (Eierud et al., 2014). The elevation of FA at late acute
injury is also congruent with prior studies of chronic concussion
(Sasaki et al., 2014; Churchill et al., 2017), and may reflect the presence
of ongoing pathophysiological changes, for example due to persistent
neuroinflammatory response or reactive gliosis (Budde et al., 2011).

Interestingly, analyses of MD indicate a more complex relationship
with days post-injury, wherein frontal MD is negatively correlated
with days post-injury, while posterior MD is positively correlated.
Therefore, this measure appears to be a less consistent indicator of the
post-concussion time interval. The spatial distribution of different MD
may be due to spatial differences in the biomechanics of concussion
and their effect on white matter tracts. This is supported by a prior
study of sub-concussive head impacts, which found spatially-depen-
dent effects on both axial and radial diffusivity in the absence of a signif-
icant change in FA (Koerte et al., 2012). Nonetheless, future research is
required to definitively establish this relationship.

4.3. Neuroimaging data: overlap between MRI measures

This section examined the overlap between different MRI measures,
further establishing the heterogeneity of functional and structural neu-
roimaging data. Although spatial overlap was significantly greater than
chance for both greymatter andwhitemattermeasures, it was relative-
ly low in both cases. Moreover, concussed athletes do not tend to be sig-
nificantly different from controls acrossmultipleMRI measures – only 2
of the 8 subjects that show significant differences compared to controls
do so in more than one measure. The limited overlap between CBF and
Gconn is particularly interesting, as the healthy resting brain shows
strong spatial correlations between functional connectivity strength
and CBF (Liang et al., 2013). The present findings indicate that this rela-
tionship may be disrupted during acute concussion. Similarly, during
acute concussion, cellular edema is generally thought to both increase
MD and decrease FA in affected white matter (Toledo et al., 2012),
whereas the present findings suggest that different brain regions are
sensitive to FA or MD as a function of days post-injury. While prelimi-
nary, these findings emphasize that different MRI parameters reflect
distinct aspects of concussion pathophysiology, and that multi-modal
MRI may prove important to comprehensively describe the effects of
acute concussion.

4.4. Study limitations and implications for future research

Although our findings provide novel information about the patho-
physiology of acute concussion, there were some limitations which
should be addressed in future research. We examined the mean effects
of acute concussion in a mixed group, including male and female
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athletes, across different sports. This was donewith the goal of identify-
ing the most generalizable effects of concussion across the sporting
community. Nonetheless, there is evidence of differences in concussion
prevalence and sequelae of male and female athletes (Covassin et al.,
2003; Hutchison et al., 2016), and participation in collision sports has
been shown to alter brain function (Abbas et al., 2015). Thus, future re-
search should examine sport sub-groups at acute injury, to determine if
there are distinct MRI markers of acute injury. In addition, our present
findings, regarding the effects of days post-injury on MRI measures,
was based on cross-sectional data. Although we may hypothesize that
this reflects the trajectory of brain recovery following acute injury, re-
peated within-subject measures are required to definitively establish
this trend, and to control for potential baseline differences between
individuals.

Despite the cross-sectional nature of this study, ourfindings are con-
sistent with post-injury brain changes mapped out in rodent models,
and therefore support the presence of similar physiological processes
in humans. In both animalmodels and our current findings, an early pe-
riod of hyper-metabolic activity and hyper-perfusion is observed,
followed by an interval of depressed neural activity and hypo-perfusion
(Giza and Hovda, 2001; Giza and Hovda, 2014). This is of particular in-
terest to future studies, as it may reflect the emergence of a delayed pe-
riod of “metabolic vulnerability” described in (Vagnozzi et al., 2008),
which is critical to avoid when establishing safe return-to-play for ath-
letes following concussion. Future studies should investigate these ef-
fects in greater detail, with multiple scans at well-defined post-injury
intervals.

The results of this study show an effect of days post-injury that is
consistent with the neurometabolic cascade seen in rodent models
(Giza and Hovda, 2001; Giza and Hovda, 2014). However, we empha-
size that in humans this cannot be entirely separated from physical fac-
tors such as reduced physical andmental exertion, as this is a part of the
consensus concussionmanagement guidelines during the symptomatic
phase of injury (McCrory et al., 2013). Athletes in the present study are
recommended to avoid strenuous exercise but may otherwise perform
daily activities, whichmaymitigate the detrimental effects of prolonged
rest (see, for example, (Silverberg and Iverson, 2013)). Future concus-
sion research should examine this issue, by comparing athletes, who
significantly reduce physical exertion following concussion, to non-ath-
lete cohorts.

4.5. Conclusions

In this study, we examined multiple different MRI markers of brain
structure and function, for athleteswith acute concussion. Our principal
finding was the lack of consistent group effects of concussion, which
points towards the inherent variability of acute concussion pathophys-
iology. This presently limits the utility of advancedMRImethods as bio-
markers of sport concussion, until the sources of inter-subject variability
are better understood. Our second finding was the demonstration that
the post-injury interval is a significant covariate for most brain mea-
sures. This provides evidence that inter-subject variability in MRI
markers at acute concussion may be partly driven by time since injury,
and the careful modelling of this effect will lead to more robust acute
brain biomarkers. The present findings contribute to our understanding
of concussion pathophysiology in humans, andmay help to guide future
studies regarding acute concussion management.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2017.02.015.
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